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ABSTRACT
Efficient production of the McMurray formation with SAGD requires a deep understanding of the
reservoir. Even with high well delineation, and a comprehensive interpretation of the data,
understanding the drainage and steam conformance within the reservoir can only be achieved
with full integration of the geology, geophysics, reservoir and production teams. Once this is
done, the team can incorporate production enhancement projects that ensure a high rate of
success as well as a high rate of return.
Within Athabasca Oil Corporation’s (AOC) Leismer asset, Flow Control Devices (FCDs) have
been used a means to optimize well production rates from limited drainage areas.
The results indicate that production rates have increased post FCD install and have been
successful in increasing drainage along the wellbore. These rate increases are supported from
4D seismic data, observation well monitoring such as reservoir saturation logging and
thermocouple data as well as in-depth reviews of static well log data and facies interpretation.
The AOC subsurface team would like to present a case study displaying the production impact
from FCDs. In 2017, a tubing conveyed FCD was installed in the producer well of pair four of
pad three (L3P4). This case study will present the data used by the team to select the FCD
candidate. It will then show how the reservoir reacted to the installation and the metrics used to
gauge its success.
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